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ABSTRACT: The mechanism of the N-alkylation of amines with alcohols catalyzed by an iridium complex containing an N-
heterocyclic carbene (NHC) ligand with a tethered alcohol/alkoxide functionality was investigated by a combination of
experimental and computational methods. The catalyst resting state is an iridium−hydride species containing the amine substrate
as a ligand, and decoordination of the amine, followed by coordination of the imine intermediate to the iridium center, constitute
the rate-determining step (rds) of the catalytic process. The alcohol/alkoxide that is tethered to the NHC participates in every
step of the catalytic cycle by accepting or releasing protons and forming hydrogen bonds with the reacting species. Thus, the
iridium complex with the alcohol/alkoxide tethered to the N-heterocyclic carbene ligand acts as a bifunctional catalyst.
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■ INTRODUCTION

The condensation of alcohols with amines catalyzed by
transition-metal complexes1 has, in the past decade, been
shown to be a very powerful method for synthesizing N-
substituted amines.2 The transformation is highly atom
economical and environmentally friendly, since water is
produced as the sole byproduct. Moreover, alcohols, the
substrates for the reaction, are readily available in great
numbers and variety. Successful examples have been reported
using complexes of Ir, Ru, Pd, and Fe among others.3−12

We have reported the synthesis of an iridium complex (1)
that features an N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) ligand
functionalized with an additional coordinating group, a tertiary
alcohol.12 Complex 1 showed remarkably high activity in the

alkylation of amines with alcohols under base-free and relatively
mild reaction conditions (Scheme 1). This is the first complex
with an aliphatic alcohol functionalized bidentate ligand that
has been successfully used in hydrogen-transfer reactions; the
majority of complexes used in such reactions have relied on
amine/amido13,14 and phenol/carbonyl moieties as the donor
groups.15−17 Importantly, to the best of our knowledge, the
metal−ligand bifunctionality of such systems containing a
tertiary alcohol18 group has not yet been demonstrated.
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The mechanism of the alkylation of amines with alcohols has
been studied both experimentally and computationally for some
catalytic systems, with the following common general
steps:7c,19,20 (i) oxidation (dehydrogenation) of the alcohol
substrate to form an aldehyde,21 (ii) condensation of the
aldehyde with the amine substrate to give an imine
intermediate, and (iii) reduction of the imine. The catalyst
oscillates between two forms: dehydrogenated and hydro-
genated. Metal complexes that are used in well-established
hydrogen-transfer processes (e.g., the reduction of ketones
using isopropyl alcohol as the hydrogen donor) have also
shown good activity in the alkylation of amines with alcohols.22

This is to be expected, since the key mechanistic steps of the
two reactions are conceptually related.23 The extensive
mechanistic investigations that have been carried out on
transfer hydrogenation reactions give very relevant insights into
the mechanism of the alkylation of amines with alcohols.24

Two reports by Eisenstein and Crabtree20 and by Madsen
and Fristrup7d addressed the details of the catalytic cycle in the
reaction catalyzed by iridium complexes. In both studies, the
mechanism of the reaction catalyzed by [Cp(*)IrCl2]2 was
investigated using a combination of experimental and
theoretical approaches. The key intermediates proposed in
the two papers are different. Eisenstein, Crabtree, and co-
workers pointed out the important role of the carbonate
additive, which can act as a participating ligand, and proposed
[CpIr(CO3)] (2) to be the active catalyst (Scheme 2a).20 On
the other hand, Madsen, Fristrup, and co-workers suggested
that a complex formed upon coordination of the amine

substrate, [Cp*Ir(NH2Ph)X]
+ (3), is the key catalytic species

(Scheme 2a).7c The conclusions of these reports differ in a
number of important aspects, including the identity of the rate-
determining step (rds).
In this paper, we present detailed experimental and

theoretical mechanistic studies on the N-alkylation of amines
with alcohols catalyzed by iridium complex 1 (Scheme 1). We
have investigated the existence of a cooperative interaction of
the metal center and the ligand in this catalytic system and have
identified the rds of the reaction. Various experimental
techniques, such as reaction-order studies, kinetic isotope effect
measurements, and Hammett studies, gave information about
the structure of the active catalyst, as well as the relative rates of
the individual mechanistic steps. Theoretical investigations
allowed the elucidation of the fine details of the catalytic cycle.
A number of interesting features of the mechanism that

distinguish it from those studied before were discovered. In
particular, it was found that the resting state of the catalyst
consists of an iridium−hydride species coordinated to the
amine substrate and also that imine coordination is the rds. The
theoretical studies presented here show that the tertiary
alcohol/alkoxide moiety of the ligand plays an important role
in the catalytic cycle and can be considered a novel type of
functional group in metal−ligand bifunctional systems.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental Investigations. Reaction Order. We began

our investigations by determining the order of reaction for each
of the reactants (benzyl alcohol 5a and aniline 6a), for the
products (7a and H2O), and for the catalyst (1) in the reaction
shown in Scheme 3, using the method of initial rates.

Additionally, the influence of the putative imine intermediate
(benzylidenaniline 8) on the rate was also investigated. All
reactions were carried out in benzene-d6 at 75 °C and
monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy.
We found that the initial rate is not influenced by the

concentration of benzyl alcohol (5a; Figure 1), but it is
inversely proportional to the concentration of aniline (6a;
Figure 2). The fact that the rate is independent of the
concentration of 5a suggests that the dehydrogenation step
cannot be the rds of the catalytic cycle. On the other hand, the
inhibition of the reaction by 6a indicates the existence of a
resting state where 6a acts as a ligand. Regarding the products
of the reaction, it was established that the concentration of 7a
does not affect the initial rate (see Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information). As shown in Figure 3, the initial rate is inversely
proportional to the concentration of water. Since it is unlikely
that water is a good ligand for iridium (or is at least a better
ligand than the amines present in the reaction mixture), its
inhibitory effect may be ascribed to a shifting backward of the

Scheme 1. Alkylation of Amines with Alcohols Catalyzed by
Complex 1

Scheme 2. Presumed Active Species Generated in the N-
Alkylation of Amines with Alcohols: (a) Proposals by
Eisenstein and Crabtree and by Fristrup and Madsen; (b)
This Work

Scheme 3. Model Reaction for Experimental Investigation of
Reaction Orders
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equilibrium of imine 8 formation. This in turn implies that the
imine intermediate 8 may be involved in the rds. To verify this,
we evaluated whether the addition of 8 to the reaction mixture
would have an impact on the initial reaction rate. Indeed, it was
found that the reaction is first order in imine 8 (Figure 4).
Finally, the reaction was found to have a higher order in

catalyst than expected: at least 2 (Figure 5a and Figure S7b−d
in the Supporting Information). We cannot fully explain this
but can advance a number of possible explanations for the
discrepancy. Our plots are based on total amount of added
catalyst; the actual concentration of active catalyst could be
lower: for example, due to the presence of some unknown
inhibitor. Alternatively, the catalyst could have secondary
effects, such as changing the pH of the reaction medium,

which in turn could affect the reaction rate. Alternatively, if we
assume that the alcohol dehydrogenation and the imine
formation are both rapid processes, the reaction rate will be
controlled by the bimolecular reaction between 8 and iridium
hydride species. The concentrations of both of these are
proportional to the initial concentration of the catalyst, which
could explain the observed high reaction order in catalyst. We
therefore investigated the catalyst reaction order in the
presence of 15 mol % of imine 8, which indeed reduced the
apparent reaction order in catalyst significantly (Figure 5b and
Figures S7b−d in the Supporting Information). We cannot rule
out any of these or other similar hypotheses, but we can state
that addition of imine lowers the apparent reaction rate in
catalyst.
In summary, the reaction-order studies indicate that the rds

of the overall transformation lies in the last part of the

Figure 1. Dependence of the initial rate on benzyl alcohol (5a)
concentration.

Figure 2. Dependence of the reciprocal initial rate on aniline (6a)
concentration.

Figure 3. Dependence of the reciprocal initial rate on water
concentration.

Figure 4. Dependence of the initial rate on imine (8) concentration.

Figure 5. (a) Dependence of the initial rate on the square of catalyst
concentration. (b) Dependence of the initial rate on the square of
catalyst concentration in experiments with 15 mol % of imine 8.
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mechanism (i.e., imine reduction, step iii; vide supra).
Furthermore, a complex formed by coordination of aniline to
an iridium−hydride species seems to be a likely resting state of
the catalyst on the basis of the observed inhibition by aniline.43

In Situ Characterization of the Catalyst Resting State. In
an attempt to characterize the postulated resting state, the
reaction between benzyl alcohol (5a) and aniline (6a) catalyzed
by iridium (1/AgBF4, 2 mol %) was monitored by 1H NMR
spectroscopy (Figure 6 and Figure S8 in the Supporting

Information). In addition to the signals originating from the
substrates and products, we could observe the imine
intermediate 8. Furthermore, an additional clear signal at high
field (−13.27 ppm) indicated the presence of an iridium−
hydride species. By integration of the resonances, it was
established that the concentration of 8 was comparable to that
of the hydride species and that both corresponded well with the
initial catalyst concentration (i.e., 2 mol %). The results of the
kinetic studies, along with the observation of the Ir−hydride
complex, suggest that the resting state of the catalyst is an
iridium−hydride complex with aniline coordinated (A1) (see
Figure 6 for characteristic shifts).
Kinetic Isotope Effect (KIE) Investigations. Kinetic experi-

ments with deuterium-labeled benzylic alcohols were carried
out to investigate the relative rates of the alcohol oxidation and
imine reduction steps. The progress of the reactions between
benzyl alcohol (5a) or α-d2-benzyl alcohol (5a-d2) and aniline
(6a) was followed by NMR spectroscopy. The decay of the
concentration with time was similar for the two substrates (5a
and 5a-d2) (Figure S9 in the Supporting Information), and the
calculated KIE was 1.24 ± 0.35.25 This low KIE value suggests
that the alcohol oxidation step is not the rds of the reaction.26,27

During the reduction of 8 by the iridium−hydride, an Ir−H
bond is broken. Although the KIE resulting from this step
should be of a smaller magnitude than that of a KIE due to the
cleavage of a C−H bond (the Ir−H bond has a lower force
constant), the low KIE determined for the overall reaction is
somewhat surprising. It indicates that the breaking of neither
the C−H bond nor the Ir−H bond is involved in the rds.
From the kinetic studies on the reaction orders (Figures

1−5), we had concluded that imine 8 and iridium hydride A
react in the rds. Together with the small KIE measured, it
seems reasonable to propose that coordination of the imine to
the hydride complex, rather than the subsequent imine
reduction step, constitutes the rds. Hammett investigations
and theoretical studies (vide infra) will reinforce this
conclusion.
To test whether formation of imine 8 takes place within the

coordination sphere of iridium, we carried out a crossover
experiment (Scheme 4). Thus, a 1:1 mixture of 5a and 5a-d2
was subjected to the reaction with 6a. The progress of the

reaction was monitored by 1H and quantitative 13C NMR
spectroscopy (Scheme S1 and Figure S10 in the Supporting
Information) until approximately 80% conversion was reached
(at higher conversions, increased loss of deuterium was
observed25). The formation of 7a-d1 (for example, 13% after
2 h) implies that at least some portion of the intermediate
aldehyde (9a, 9a-d1) produced in the dehydrogenation step
leaves the coordination sphere of the iridium hydride/deuteride
intermediate. This is because, after condensation of the
aldehyde with aniline in solution, the resulting imine may be
hydrogenated by an iridium−hydride species containing a
different isotope of hydrogen, thus leading to the mono-
deuterated product 7-d1. The formation of a small amount
(3%) of monodeuterated benzyl alcohol 5a-d1 was also
observed. This shows that the alcohol oxidation is effectively
almost irreversible.
We also observed that 5a was consumed more quickly than

5a-d2 under competition conditions. The KIE obtained for the
alcohol dehydrogenation step was 2.42 ± 0.07 (Figure 7).26

This competition KIE together with the low KIE (1.24 ± 0.35)
measured from initial rates of two parallel reactions is a clear
indication that the alcohol oxidation is not rate limiting and
occurs before formation of the resting state.26

Reaction of Enantiopure Phenylethanol ((R)-10) with p-
Chloroaniline (6b). When (R)-1-phenylethanol ((R)-10, >99%
ee) was used (Scheme 5 and Figure 8), it underwent only slow
racemization under the reaction conditions (77% ee at 85%
conversion). This shows that ketones as well as aldehydes

Figure 6. Selected 1H NMR chemical shifts (in ppm) of Ir−hydride
resting state A1 and imine 8 observed in the catalytic reactions.

Scheme 4. Crossover Experiment

Figure 7. ln([C5a-d2(0)]/[C5a-d2(t)]) vs ln([C5a(0)]/[C5a(t)]) dependence

(0−3 h) in a crossover experiment; [C5a-d2(0)] is the initial

concentration, and [C5a-d2(t)] is the concentration of α-d2-benzyl

alcohol at a given time; [C5a(0)] is the initial concentration, and [C5a(t)]
is the concentration of benzyl alcohol at a given time.
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prefer the forward reaction to imine and further reduction over
back-reaction between the carbonyl and the iridium−hydride.
Interestingly, the product of this reaction (11) was formed as a
racemate, indicating that the iridium hydride intermediate,
which is formally chiral at iridium, racemizes efficiently. An
alternative rationalization would be that the chirality transfer
from alcohol to iridium and further on to imine is so inefficient
that no enantiomeric excess can be detected in the final
product.
Hammett Studies. Hammett studies were carried out to

obtain additional insights into the mechanism of the reaction.28

The electronic influence of the para substituents on the alcohol
and aniline substrates was investigated using “one-pot”
competition experiments29,30 and noncompetition experiments.
The ρ values obtained in the Hammett competition

experiments correspond to the magnitude of charge (positive
or negative) that is built up in the transition state in the first
irreversible step of the mechanism that involves the substrate
under investigation. Thus, these Hammett studies conducted
using competition experiments give information about the step
in which selectivity between the competing substrates is
decided and not about the overall rds of the mechanism. On
the other hand, in the separate experiments ρ is related to the
change of charge on the transition states involving the studied
substrates during the rds.
Hammett Studies with Anilines. First, we performed

Hammett studies under competition conditions with a series
of para-substituted anilines (Scheme 6). Assuming that
equilibration of the different imines is much faster than the
subsequent hydrogenation, i.e., Curtin−Hammett conditions,31

the experiment should reveal the selectivity-determining step
during the imine hydrogenation. A linear plot of [log(kX/kH)]
vs neutral ρ value was obtained with a good correlation (Figure
9a and Figures S11 and S13 in the Supporting Information).
The negative reaction constant (ρ) indicates that positive
charge is built up in the imine moiety in the selectivity-
determining transition state. This agrees with imine coordina-
tion to the iridium−hydride being an irreversible step and is

consistent with the result of KIE studies described in the
previous section.
Interestingly, the relative reactivity of the anilines in separate

experiments were opposite (Figure 9b and Figure S20 in the
Supporting Information) to those observed in the competition
experiment. In the former, electron-poor anilines reacted more
quickly than electron-rich anilines. These experiments both
measure the same step of the mechanism, i.e. coordination of
imine 8 to the iridium−hydride intermediate (Figure 6), which
consists of dissociation of aniline from A1 (L = aniline) and
subsequent reaction of the resulting complex with 8. This step
is the rds of the overall reaction, and as such, it determines the
rates of the separate experiments with different anilines (Figure
9b). On the other hand, it is also the selectivity-determining
step for the Hammett competition experiment with anilines.26

This discrepancy in the relative reactivities of different anilines
under competition and noncompetition conditions can be
justified. In the noncompetition experiments, both the ground
states (Ir−H complexes with the corresponding aniline

Scheme 5. Reaction of an Enantiopure Alcohol

Figure 8. Slow racemization of (R)-10 (black ◆) and lack of
stereospecificity in the formation of 11 (red ●).

Scheme 6. Reaction Conditions Used in the One-Pot
Hammett Competition Study of Para-Substituted Anilines

Figure 9. (a) Hammett plot constructed from the relative rates in
competition experiments with para-substituted anilines 6a−e and
benzyl alcohol 5a (y = −1.69x (±0.13) − 0.01 (±0.03); R2 = 0.98).
(b) Hammett plot constructed from the relative rates obtained from
noncompetition experiments with para-substituted anilines 6a−e and
benzyl alcohol 5a (y = 2.29x (±0.13) − 0.03 (±0.03), R2 = 0.99).
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substrate coordinated) and the transition states (imine
coordination) vary and, apparently, the different energies in
the ground states have a larger influence on the reaction rate
(in other words, the inhibitory power of electron rich anilines
outcompetes their high inherent reactivity; Scheme S4 in the
Supporting Information). Thus, the reactions involving better-
coordinating, electron-rich anilines are slower under non-
competition conditions. However, in the competition experi-
ment, there is a common ground state for all of the reactions,
the iridium−hydride complex with the most electron rich
aniline coordinated, and thus only the transition-state energies
for the coordination of the various imines differ. Hence, in this
case, the imines derived from the electron-rich anilines react
more quickly.
Hammett Studies with Benzyl Alcohols. In the second

Hammett competition study, the relative reactivities of several
para-substituted benzyl alcohols 5a−d,f were compared. Since
in this experiment the para-substituted aryl moieties originally
in the alcohol substrates are present throughout the
mechanistic cycle, this study will give information about both
alcohol oxidation and imine coordination/reduction. Both of
these steps could contribute to the selectivity of the reaction.
To determine which of the steps has a dominant influence on
the selectivity, three competition experiments were carried out.
In each experiment, the same set of alcohols 5a−d,f was reacted
with a different aniline (6a,c,f; Scheme 7). Hammett plots with

negative ρ values (Figure 10 and Figures S32 and S34 in the
Supporting Information) were obtained, indicating that a
positive charge is built up at the benzylic carbon in the
selectivity-determining transition state. This is consistent with
the alcohol oxidation being the first effectively irreversible step,
which is in agreement with the KIE investigations (vide supra).
No significant differences among the slopes of the three
independent Hammett plots were observed, indicating that the
alcohol oxidation is likely to be the dominant selectivity-
determining step. The ρ value obtained in the experiment with
p-CF3-aniline (6f) is, however, slightly more negative than
those obtained for p-OMe-aniline (6c) and for aniline (6a).
This suggests that in those cases in which electron-poor

imines are formed as intermediates, and thus the imine
reduction is slower, the alcohol oxidation becomes slightly
more reversible and the imine reduction step also contributes
to the selectivity of the reaction. Thus, the product-determining
step will be highly dependent on the electronic properties of
the alcohol and amine substrates and may differ for different
reactants.
The trend in the relative reactivity of electronically different

benzyl alcohols determined in noncompetition experiments
(Figure S21 in the Supporting Information) was found to be
the same as that observed in the competition experiments
(Figure 10): the reactions proceeded more quickly for electron-
rich alcohols than for electron-poor ones. This result is
consistent with the imine coordination step being the slowest
step in the reaction.

Summary of the Experimental Mechanistic Studies. On
the basis of the results of the experiments described above, we
propose a plausible reaction mechanism (Scheme 8). In the first
step (step i) of the catalytic cycle, benzyl alcohol (5a) is
oxidized to give benzaldehyde (9a) and an iridium−hydride
complex (A). The alcohol oxidation was found to be practically
irreversible. After dissociation of aldehyde 9a, aniline (6a)
coordinates to the iridium−hydride complex A to give hydridic
complex A1 (step iii), the resting state of the catalyst. In an

Scheme 7. Reaction Conditions Used in Three One-Pot
Hammett Competition Studies of Para-Substituted Benzyl
Alcohols

Figure 10. Plots of the Hammett competition studies of the reactions
between a set of para-substituted benzyl alcohols (5a−5d,f) with three
different anilines: PhNH2 (6a, Hammett plot a; y = −1.50x (±0.06) −
0.03 (±0.02), R2 = 0.99), p-MeOC6H4NH2 (6c, Hammett plot b; y =
−1.38x (±0.11) − 0.08 (±0.03); R2 = 0.98), and p-CF3C6H4NH2 (6f,
Hammett plot c; y = −1.81x (±0.08) − 0.04 (±0.08), R2 = 0.99).

Scheme 8. Summary of Experimental Mechanistic
Investigations
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independent reaction (step ii), 9a reacts with aniline (6a) to
give imine 8 and water. The inhibiting effect of water on the
reaction rate suggests that the imine formation is a reversible
process under the reaction conditions. The next step consists of
two substeps: namely dissociation of aniline 6a from the
iridium−hydride complex A1 and subsequent coordination of
imine 8 (step iv) to give imine−iridium complex B. KIE studies,
as well as Hammett investigations, provide evidence that
coordination of imine is the rds. After effectively irreversible
formation of complex B, imine reduction takes place. The sec-
amine 7 produced as the product of this process does not
inhibit the reaction: i.e., it does not form strong complexes with
iridium at any stage of the catalytic cycle. The overall proposed
catalytic cycle yields a rate law that is consistent with the results
of all the experimental mechanistic studies described in the
previous sections (see the Supporting Information for details).
Theoretical Investigations. Density functional theory

(DFT) calculations were used to study the fine details of the
catalytic cycle and to investigate whether the alkoxide/alcohol
functional group in the carbene ligand plays an active role in
the mechanism: i.e., whether complex 1 works as a metal−
ligand bifunctional catalyst. Additionally, we aimed to
investigate whether the mechanism follows an inner- or an
outer-sphere pathway.
Alcohol Oxidation. On the basis of our earlier experimental

results,12 the cationic iridium complex INT-1 (Figure 11),

containing a Cp* ligand and a bidentate carbene ligand
functionalized with an alkoxide moiety, was chosen to be the
starting point of the catalytic cycle. For the computational
studies, the structure of the carbene ligand was simplified by
replacing the butyl group with an ethyl substituent. No further
simplifications of the catalyst structure were introduced. The
free energy profiles were calculated for benzyl alcohol and
aniline as model substrates.
The Ir−O distance in INT-1 is calculated to be only 1.95 Å,

which suggests that there is a significant π donation from the
alkoxide group to the electron-poor metal center32 (see Figures
11, 13, 14, and 16 for optimized structures of this and other key
intermediates and transition states; the calculated structures of
the other stationary points can be found in the Supporting
Information). Coordination of aniline (6a) to INT-1 results in
the formation of INT-1A, which is more stable than INT-1 by
19 kJ/mol (Figure 11). INT-1A is the lowest energy non-
hydridic complex, but it is not the resting state of the catalyst
(vide infra), in agreement with the experimental results.
The catalytic cycle begins with formation of a hydrogen bond

between benzyl alcohol 5a and the alkoxide ligand of INT-1,

forming INT-2. At this point, the outer- and inner-sphere
pathways diverge but merge again later at the stage of the
hydrogenated catalyst (INT-9) (Figure 12). From INT-2, the
outer-sphere route involves a single step (TS2‑9), in which the
oxidation of 5a occurs by concerted synchronous transfer of the
α-hydrogen and the proton from the alcohol to the metal
center and the tethered alkoxide, respectively, in a cyclic six-
membered transition state. The overall barrier for the outer-
sphere dehydrogenation is 69 kJ/mol relative to INT-1A.
The inner-sphere mechanism consists of several steps. The

first step is the coordination of benzyl alcohol 5a to iridium
(INT-3), followed by a proton transfer from 5a to the tethered
alkoxide (TS3‑4). Upon protonation, the tethered alcohol
dissociates from iridium (TS4‑5) to give INT-5. This complex,
like INT-1, contains only three ligands, and the alkoxide shows
strong π donation to iridium (Ir−O distance 1.97 Å). The
calculations revealed that, for the subsequent β-hydride
elimination to occur, INT-5 must first undergo a rearrangement
into intermediate INT-6, in which there is an agostic
interaction between the metal center and one of the benzylic
C−H bonds.20,33 Formation of the agostic intermediate is
facilitated by a hydrogen bond between the substrate alkoxide
ligand and the hydroxyl group on the carbene ligand. This
diminishes the π donation from the alkoxide to the iridium
center, which results in a longer Ir−O distance (2.09 Å) for this
intermediate. From INT-6, the inner-sphere β-hydride
elimination (TS6‑7) takes place with a negligible energy barrier
of ∼1 kJ/mol. Hence, formation of INT-6 represents the major
contribution to the overall energy barrier in the alcohol
oxidation via the inner-sphere mechanism (69 kJ/mol from
INT-1A to TS6‑7). INT-7, the product of the β-hydride
elimination, contains a molecule of benzaldehyde π bonded to
iridium. After a change in the coordination mode from π to σ
bonding (TS7‑8), the benzaldehyde is replaced by the tethered
alcohol (TS8‑9).
Overall, since the energy barriers for the inner- and outer-

sphere mechanisms of the alcohol oxidation are calculated to be
practically the same (69 kJ/mol relative to INT-1A), it can be
concluded that both pathways might operate concurrently or
that there is a small difference that cannot be ascertained by the
current level of modeling.27,34 For the inner-sphere mechanism,
the highest-energy TS is seen for the formation of the agostic
bond (TS5‑6), with only a marginal elongation of the C−H
bond whereas, in the outer-sphere mechanism, both the C−H
and O−H bonds are elongated in the TS (TS2‑9, Figure 13).
Therefore, we would expect a strong KIE from the outer-sphere
mechanism but not from the inner-sphere mechanism. The
calculated KIEs (at 80 °C) for those steps were 3.3 and 1.7 for
the outer- and inner-sphere mechanisms, respectively (see the
Supporting Information for the details). The competition
experiment (vide supra) gave a KIE of 2.42 ± 0.07, which, in
combination with the computational results, suggests that both
calculated mechanisms can contribute in the alcohol dehydro-
genation step.

Formation of the Imine and the Iridium−Hydride−Aniline
Complex. Aldehyde 9 dissociates from INT-9, giving iridium
hydride INT-10. This is an endergonic process by 8 kJ/mol
(Figure 12). The results of the experimental studies indicated
that the aldehyde does dissociate. INT-10 may coordinate a
molecule of aniline (6a) to give INT-10A (Figure 14), whose
calculated energy is lower than that of INT-9. Formation of an
iridium−hydride complex with aniline coordinated was

Figure 11. Optimized structures of an iridium−alkoxide active species
(INT-1) and of a related complex formed upon coordination of aniline
(INT-1A). Distances are given in Å.
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observed by 1H NMR spectroscopy (vide supra), and it was
suggested that this species is the resting state of the catalyst.44

The condensation between benzaldehyde (9a) and aniline
(6a) was calculated to be endergonic by +9 kJ/mol (Figure
15).45 There are a number of mechanistic possibilities for the

imine formation, which can be mediated by either an iridium
species7c or an anilinium salt (formed during the catalyst
activation) acting as a Lewis or a Brønsted acid catalyst. These
processes are expected to be rapid and reversible, and the
mechanism, which includes acid−base equilibria and potentially
zwitterionic intermediates, is not expected to be well modeled
by standard DFT methods as employed here34 and therefore
were not studied explicitly beyond calculation of the
thermodynamics of the overall imine formation. Assuming a
rapid endergonic equilibrium (Curtin−Hammett conditions),
the imine concentration (and therefore also the observed rate)
will depend on the concentrations of all species in the
equilibrium, in nice agreement with the observed inhibitory
effect of water.

Imine Hydrogenation. For the hydrogenation of imine 8 to
take place, INT-10A must first release the aniline ligand and
subsequently bind imine 8 by hydrogen bonding to the
tethered alcohol (Figure 15). From the resulting intermediate

Figure 12. Calculated free-energy profile for the dehydrogenation of benzyl alcohol with the bifunctional iridium catalyst. All energies are given
relative to INT-1 + 5a + 6a in kJ/mol.

Figure 13. Selected transition states for the alcohol oxidation via (a) outer-sphere and (b, c) inner-sphere mechanisms. Distances are given in Å.

Figure 14. Optimized structures of iridium hydride INT-10 and
resting state INT-10A. Distances are given in Å.
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INT-11, the outer- and inner-sphere mechanisms diverge.
Similarly to the alcohol oxidation, the former alternative
involves only a single step leading directly to INT-17, which
contains the final product (i.e., sec-amine 7) hydrogen-bonded
to the tethered alkoxide. The corresponding concerted
transition state (TS11‑17, Figure 16) is analogous to TS2‑9, but
in this case, proton and hydride are transferred asynchro-
nously.35 The overall barrier for this step is 91 kJ/mol (from
INT-10A to TS11‑17).
The inner-sphere route for the imine hydrogenation consists

of steps similar to the reverse of the alcohol oxidation.
Specifically, first the tethered alcohol decoordinates from
iridium to allow complexation of the imine to the metal center
through a π-bond (TS11−12, Figure 16).46 From the resulting
intermediate INT-12, the hydride addition (migratory

insertion) occurs via TS12−13 (Figure 16). The addition is
facilitated by an increased electrophilicity of the imine as a
result of its coordination to iridium, as well as hydrogen
bonding to the alcohol ligand.
TS12‑13 leads to transient intermediate INT-13, which has an

agostic interaction between the Ir center and an α-C−H bond
of the amine. The transformation of INT-13 into INT-14, in
which the final reaction product is coordinated to iridium, is
strongly exergonic. Similarly to INT-5, the electron-deficient
metal center in INT-14 is stabilized by π donation from the N
of the amido ligand.36 INT-14 undergoes sequential coordina-
tion of the tethered alcohol to iridium (TS14‑15), followed by
proton transfer (TS15‑16). Dissociation of the amine product
from the iridium center forms INT-17, in which the amine
product remains hydrogen bonded.

Figure 15. Calculated free-energy profile for hydrogenation of the imine with the bifunctional iridium catalyst. All energies are given relative to INT-
1 + 5a + 6a. Observe that the energy of INT-10 (−11 kJ/mol) here includes the imine and therefore is 9 kJ/mol higher than that given in Figure 12.

Figure 16. Transition states for imine hydrogenation via the (a) outer-sphere and (b, c) inner-sphere mechanisms. Distances are given in Å.
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In contrast to the alcohol oxidation, in the last part of the
mechanism (i.e., imine hydrogenation), the inner-sphere
mechanism is clearly favored over the outer-sphere mechanism
by 10 kJ/mol (TS11‑12 or TS12‑13 vs TS11‑17) for the catalyst
studied. This agrees well with our previous investigations
showing that a related catalyst bearing an ether substituent on
the carbene ligand was also able to afford good conversion;
however the latter occurred under harsher reaction conditions
with a higher catalyst loading.12

The calculated KIEs for the imine coordination step
(TS11‑12) and inner sphere hydride transfer from iridium to
imine (TS12‑13) are 1.0 and 1.6, respectively. The first value is
closer to the experimental KIE of 1.24 ± 0.35, which further
supports that imine coordination is the rds (see the Supporting
Information for more details). The catalytic cycle is closed by
the release of amine 7a and the regeneration of INT-1. The
overall reaction is exergonic by 21 kJ/mol.

Summary of the Theoretical Mechanistic Studies. It
can be concluded that the alcohol oxidation step can occur by
either an inner-sphere or an outer-sphere mechanism, which
suggests that the electronic and steric properties of the
particular substrate will determine which mechanism operates
in each case. For the imine hydrogenation step the inner-sphere
mechanism is favored, with a 10 kJ/mol difference in energy
between the highest transition states for the outer-sphere
(TS11‑17) and inner-sphere (TS11‑12 or TS12‑13) pathways.
The highest energy span for the imine hydrogenation part of

the mechanism (via the inner-sphere pathway) is located
between INT-10A and TS11‑12 (81 kJ/mol). It is higher than
the overall barrier for the alcohol oxidation (69 kJ/mol), which
is consistent with the experimental results, and indicates that
the rds is located in the second part of the mechanism (imine
reduction) and not in the alcohol oxidation part. INT-10A is
thus identified as the resting state of the catalyst, and its
structure correlates with that of aniline coordinated hydride A1

Scheme 9. Mechanism for the Alkylation of Aniline with Benzyl Alcohol Catalyzed by Bifunctional Complex 1
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proposed in the experimental investigations. The rds involves
the dissociation of aniline from iridium−hydride complex INT-
10A followed by coordination of imine 8. This agrees well with
the experimentally observed inhibiting effects of aniline (6a)
and water and with the accelerating effect of added imine 8.
Transition state TS11‑12 does not involve a hydrogen transfer,
which is consistent with the experimentally observed low KIE
in the reaction. Hydride transfer transition state TS12‑13 is
calculated to be isoergic with TS11‑12, but in this case, the
results of the Hammett studies show that the rate-limiting step
is indeed coordination, TS11‑12. The real energy difference
between these two steps is simply too small to be captured
accurately by the DFT methods used here.34 The highest
calculated energy for the alcohol dehydrogenation (TS2‑9 and
TS5‑6 at 50 kJ/mol) is slightly lower than the highest calculated
energy in the inner-sphere imine hydrogenation sequence
(TS11‑12 and TS12‑13 at 52 kJ/mol. This should indicate that the
former step is reversible. This contrasts with the experimental
results obtained in the competition crossover experiment
(Scheme 5), in which a very small amount of monodeuterated
5-d1 was produced, and also with the observed stereochemical
integrity of chiral alcohol (R)-10 (Scheme 6). However, it must
be noted that all calculations deliver results at the standard
state, 1 M solution of all participating species and that the
reaction is run at infinite dilution in the solvent of choice. Imine
formation, disfavored under standard conditions according to
the calculated energies, is actually favored under real
experimental reaction conditions, as was observed during the
kinetic experiments. The concentration of aniline is higher than
that of water, especially in the initial phase of reaction, shifting
the equilibrium toward imine formation. Hence, on the basis of
experimental studies, we can presume that the imine
coordination step (TS11‑12) is slightly lower in energy than
the alcohol oxidation step (TS5‑6 or TS2‑9) in the initial phase of
the reaction but becomes competitive eventually, when
concentrations have shifted sufficiently to allow back-reaction
to alcohol.
In addition, the theoretical investigations support the

importance of the bifunctional character of the hydroxyl-
functionalized carbene ligand and its participation throughout
the catalytic cycle. This is in agreement with the greatly reduced
activity observed when a related complex, in which the hydroxyl
functionality had been replaced by a methyl ether group, was
used.12

By combining the results from the experimental inves-
tigations with those obtained computationally, we propose the
catalytic cycle depicted in Scheme 9.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The rate of the alkylation of aniline (6a) with benzyl alcohol
(5a) catalyzed by iridium(III) complex 1 was established
experimentally to be zero order with respect to benzyl alcohol
(5a), second order in catalyst 1, and negative first order in
water and aniline (6a). The rate is also zero order with respect
to the product of the reaction (benzylaniline 7a). Furthermore,
as supported by Hammett studies and kinetic isotope
investigations, the coordination of the imine intermediate (8)
to an iridium hydride species constitutes the rate-determining
step of the reaction. The resting state is in the form of an
iridium hydride with the aniline substrate coordinated, as
observed by NMR spectroscopy. Further evidence suggesting a
resting state formed upon coordination of the aniline substrate
to iridium was obtained by one-pot Hammett competition

studies. These conclusions were well supported computation-
ally. In addition, the theoretical investigations also showed that
the alcohol oxidation step follows either an outer- or an inner-
sphere pathway, while the inner-sphere mechanism seems
dominant for the reduction of the imine intermediate by the
iridium hydride. We have also investigated the role of the
alcohol-functionalized carbene ligand in complex 1 and showed
that it participates in almost every step of the catalytic cycle by
donating or accepting protons to or from the substrates, as well
as by hydrogen bonding to substrates and intermediates,
facilitating the reaction. Thus, the efficient catalytic behavior of
complex 1 (i.e., additional base is not needed, an excess of any
of the substrates is not required, and the reaction can proceed
at mild temperatures, 50 °C)12 can be ascribed to the presence
of a bidentate and bifunctional nature of this unique iridium
carbene complex 1.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Considerations. All reactions were carried out

under an argon atmosphere in oven-dried glassware. The
sealable tubes used were Biotage microwave vials. Reagents
were of analytical grade and were obtained from commercial
suppliers and used as purchased. CH2Cl2 was dried over CaH2
and distilled under nitrogen. Anhydrous toluene was obtained
using a VAC solvent purifier system. 1H and 13C NMR spectra
were recorded at 500 and 125 MHz, respectively, using a
Bruker Avance spectrometer. Chemical shifts (δ) are reported
in ppm, using the residual solvent peak in CDCl3 (δH 7.26
ppm) as a reference. Enantiomeric excess was determined by
HPLC analysis (Waters 2695).

Computational Details. Calculations were carried out
using the Jaguar package.37 Geometries were optimized using
the B3LYP functional38 with the LACVP* basis set.39 These
were then characterized with frequency calculations to confirm
their character as minima (no imaginary frequencies) or
transition states (a single imaginary frequency). The con-
nections between transition states and their corresponding
reactants and products were verified by fully optimizing
structures derived from the transition states with a small
displacement following the transition vector in both directions
(QRC).40 The final Gibbs free energies were obtained from
single-point calculations using the M06 functional41 with the
larger basis set LACV3P**+, corrected for zero-point and
thermal effects at 353.0 K and 325.0 atm from the frequency
calculations,33b and solvation free energies. The effect of the
solvent was calculated using a self-consistent reaction field
(SCRF) polarized continuum model (PBF) with parameters for
benzene,42 implemented in Jaguar.
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